Enfilade Bring & Buy Rules
The Enfilade Bring & Buy (B&B) market place is for NHMGS members and Enfilade Convention attendees
to dispose of unwanted gaming items. Most gamers use the B&B to help pay for their weekend or
perhaps to generate funds to buy new items from the supporting Vendors.
Gamers and Vendors may donate items at the Bring-n-Buy Desk for sale by NHMGS to support the club.
Table space is provided in the lobby area directly behind the Convention Registration Desk, just before
you enter the main Convention Hall. All sales are concluded at the Bring-n-Buy Desk by member of the
friendly NHMGS Volunteer Staff.
Rules for Sellers:


Each B&B Item or Lot must be individually tagged with Sellers name and desired price clearly
indicated. A Lot may have multiple items, all of these items must be bagged, boxed, or in a tray
of some form to clearly identify “This”, is a single Lot. Please remember to attach a completely
filled out Seller Tag as described above.



No Item or Lot will be accepted which requires a perspective Buyer and/or B&B Volunteer Staff
person to annotate or calculate said Item or Lot’s total final value. The Seller is solely
responsible for this task. Please indicate the price clearly on the Seller Tag.



A 10% fee is assessed by NHMGS for all items sold or traded through the B&B. These proceeds
are added to the NHMGS Treasury to help pay for the Convention.



Trading is allowed, but please be sure to make the appropriate donation at the Bring-n-Buy
Desk.



Items and Lots may be left in the B&B area overnight. They will be covered with tablecloths.
NHMGS and the Red Lion Hotel are not responsible for items lost or damaged in the B&B area. If
you are worried about your Item or Lot, please remove it.



Sellers wishing to collect funds may do so during quiet times at the Bring-n-Buy Desk. Please do
not attempt to collect funds during Event Sign-up times or if the Desk Staff are busy concluding
sales.



Unless arrangements have been made, any B&B Item or Lot which is left unattended at the
closing of the Bring-n-Buy Desk on Sunday afternoon will thus be considered a donation to
NHMGS. These will be sold at next year’s B&B with proceeds going into the NHMGS Treasury.



Sellers who forget to collect their funds at the Convention can contact the NHMGS Treasurer,
Bruce Meyer, for payment following the convention.

Rules for Buyers:


Please do not remove any Item or Lot from the B&B area until you have paid for it. If you need
to talk to a Seller about the price or anything else regarding the Item or Lot, please go find the
Seller and bring them to the Bring-n-Buy Desk.



Personal checks may be used by NHMGS members to pay for items in the amount of sale only.
Otherwise the Bring-n-Buy is strictly cash only.

If you have a great day selling at the B&B, please consider transferring some of that wealth to our
Vendors! Remember, Vendors support the Enfilade convention with their attendance.

